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A Study in Mystery 
6- Bits & Pieces  

and How to Write a Book
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Today’s Goals

• Workshop

• Beginning & End

• Series vs. One Offs

• Write a Book
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Workshop
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http://www.johnnyworthen.com


Class Evaluations
Be a mighty writer:
Be poetic, effusive,
truthful, but kind
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The Hook
• Something juicy to keep readers reading

• also agents, editors and publishers.

• Your first word, paragraph, page, and chapter 
needs to be SOLID.

• If there’s one thing to have perfect, it’s this.

• First impressions matter.

• Doesn’t have to be in the same POV or thread 
as the rest of the story (prologue). Just GRAB!
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Final Pieces
• BREAKTHROUGH is the moment the sleuth figures it out.

• REVEAL is the when your sleuth unmasks the villain often with 
explanation how they came to their conclusion.

• CODA is the part at the end of a book where the puzzle is 
explained. 

• The sleuth lays it all out for the readers who didn’t figure it out; 
covers all the clues that didn’t get hauled out in the Reveal.

• DENOUEMENT final bit of ending; emotional wrap up

• “Oh, you card....” freeze-frame.

• The last push to send the story into the future - last impression

• Most stories have a Denouement, Mysteries need a Breakthrough, a 
Reveal and a Coda.
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“You see, I was still in the grip of the preconceived 
idea. If I had been drugged, that would have implied 
premeditation, it would mean that before seven-
thirty, when dinner is served, the crime had already 
been decided upon; and that (always from the point 
of view for the preconceived idea) was absurd.

“The first blow to the preconceived idea was 
when the pistol was recovered from the Nile. To 
begin with, if we were right in our assumptions, the 
pistol ought never to have been thrown overboard 
at all... And there was more to follow.”

Death on the Nile — Agatha Christie

Reveal Example

Key (breakthrough) Clue
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“I think I want to tell you. It was all very simple really. 
You see, Simon and I loved each other....”

Poirot said simply: “And for you love would have been 
enough, but not for him.”

“You might put it that way, perhaps. But you don’t 
quite understand Simon. You see, he’s always wanted 
money so dreadfully. He liked all the things you get with 
money—horses and yachts and sport—nice things all 
of them, things a man ought to be keen about. And he’d 
never been able to have any of them. He’s awfully 
simple, Simon is. He wants things as a child wants them
—you know—terribly.

Death on the Nile — Agatha Christie

Coda Example

Killer’s Explanation
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Denouement Example
What did it matter where you lay once you were dead? In a dirty 

sump or in a marble tower on top of a high hill? You were dead, you 
were sleeping the big sleep, you were not bothered by things like that. 
Oil and water were the same as wind and air to you. You just slept the 
big sleep, not caring about the nastiness of how you died or where 
you fell. Me, I was part of the nastiness now. Far more a part of it than 
Rusty Regan was but the old man didn’t have to be. He could lie quiet 
in his canopied bed, with his bloodless hands folded on the sheet, 
waiting. His heart was a brief, uncertain murmur. His thoughts were as 
gray as ashes. And in a little while he too, like Rusty Regan, would be 
sleeping the big sleep.

One the way downtown I stopped at a bar and had a couple of 
double Scotches. They didn’t do me any good. All they did was make 
me think of Silver Wig, and I never saw her again.

The Big Sleep — Raymond ChandlerHow it was left
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Denouement Example
I sat at the grave for a long time. I couldn’t see her face 

 in my mind until I lit it with strobes and put it to the  
Thompson Twins. She’d been beautiful. She’d been alone  
and alive. She’d been a wanderer like me. I didn’t know her,  
not really, but I loved her and mourned her as I would a  
friend, a lover— part of myself lay in that grave. 

I’d meant to leave the finger trap on the stone, but didn’t. Rose wasn’t 
there, and the cemetery garbage pile was no place for such a powerful 
talisman. I had it mounted like a trophy fish and hung it above my desk. 

Everyone asks about it. Sometimes I say it means “it’s easier to get 
into trouble than out.” Sometimes I say it means “the way out is further 
in.” I change it up depending on the situation. Randy said it looked like a 
cocoon. He was studying them in biology and explained how a 
caterpillar would make one out of spit and plants, crawl inside, mutate, 
and exit a butterfly. That didn’t happen to me. I didn’t get wings, just a 
fresh pair of legs.

The Finger Trap — Johnny WorthenDenouement: Theme
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Series vs. One-Offs
• Series (well suited for Cozies and TV)

• Pros: Predictable. Don’t have to remake for another 
book. Fan base.

• Cons: Predictable (plot armor). Sleuth can’t evolve 
much. Can get repetitive and stale.

• One-Offs (well suited for Crime and Movies)

• Pros: More freedom, multiple arcs. Surprising and 
unpredictable

• Cons: Must recreate fans each time - readers must 
follow author instead of characters. 
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Collect Your Pieces

• First Story

• Victim and Villain

• Relationship

• Motive/Means/Opportunity

• Sleuth

• Motivated

• Strengths & Weaknesses

• relate to/like/interested in

• Suspects

• Secrets

• Support

• What the sleuth needs

• Subplots

• Multiple layers and secrets

• Clues

• Motive/Means/Opportunity

• First Story and Secrets

• Herrings and Distractions

• Detection

• Observation

• Interview

• Research 

• Scenes

• Description

• Action

• Dialog

• Synopsis Before the Fact

• Scene Outline
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Writing Your Book
• Plan your pieces

• We’ve done that in this class!

• Make a list of scenes (outline).

• Write your scenes, fleshing them out.

• Write the first draft AS FAST AS YOU CAN!

• NO EDITING* while working on first (rough) draft

• *Fiddling details and clues in previous pages is okay

• FINISH what you start.

• Revise once immediately; again after a month.

• Share if you’d like.

• Write another one.
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Tips for a Successful Writing Session*

• Knowledge: Know what you’re writing before you 
write

• Have a plan, a chapter outline, work toward known goals, along 
your plan—synopsis before the fact, outline etc.

• Time and Setting

• Discover when your peak writing times and places are and 
return there.

• Enthusiasm: Love what you’re writing

• If you’re not enthusiastic about what you’re writing, the reader 
won’t be either. Write the good parts; leave out the mediocre.

*Taken from Rachel Aaron’s book 2,000 to 10,000
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1,666 Words/Day1,666 Words/Day
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Tracking Progress

• Daily Progress Reports

• Graphs

• Keep you honest

• Keep you focused

• Success looks good

• Good, Bad or Ugly

Word Progress
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ELEANOR, The Unseen
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Progress is Key
• Sometimes you fail

• Now you know how not do to the thing

• Sick Days, Holidays, etc

• Make it up

• Pay it forward - get ahead

• Stay on Average

• If after a whole month, if 1,666 is too much, renegotiate

•  Have a whole month of data,

•  adjust from there: 1000-1500. 

• Don’t require more than 1,666
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Words
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Mystery Editing
• You can fix anything but a blank page 

• Manuscript doesn’t have to be perfect the first time

• Tweaking clues/Putting in earlier

• The power of authorship

• Some clues are too heavy, others too light

• adjust

• Remove “scaffolding”

• Less is more - “When in doubt, throw it out”
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Johnny @ Lifelong

•Creative Writing 1  
1/1/23-2/21/23 (Tuesdays) 

•Zen Lessons for Writers  
1/11, 18 & 25/23 (Saturdays)  

•Creative Writing 2 (online) 
3/7/23-4/11/23 (Tuesdays)
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Going Forward
More Lifelong Learning Classes 

Writing Groups 

League of Utah Writers 

Infinite Monkeys Chapter (mine) 

LUW PreQuill Conference 

Virtual — April, 2023 

Quills Conference 

August 10-13, 2023 

Other Conferences 

Friends (all around you)

Leagueofutahwriters.org
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Next Week: Movie Night

• The Last of Sheila

• Viewing

• Analysis

• Snacks?

• Drinks?

DOWNLOAD FILM at: 
http://johnnyworthen.com/SharedResources/LLWRC837/MysteryLLWRC837.html
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